AFM studies on LB films of poly(n-hexyl isocyanate), poly(vinyl acetate), and their binary mixtures.
LB films of rigid-rod-like poly(n-hexyl isocyanate) (PHIC), flexible poly(vinyl acetate) (PVAc), and binary mixtures of PHIC as well as of PHIC and PVAc transferred on a mica surface from the air-water interface were observed by AFM. The grain structure of three individual PHIC samples in the AFM images changed shape from a rigid rod to a coiled rod with an increase in the molecular weight due to changes in the chain rigidity of PHIC. On the other hand, the AFM image of PVAc was similar to that of a mica surface, indicating that PVAc forms a uniform and homogeneous film. For the binary mixtures of PHIC, the grain structure in the AFM image of the highest molecular weight PHIC was expanded with a similar shape after the addition of the smallest one, whereas it lost its shape after the addition of the middle one. Their peak-to-valley values in the AMF images were similar to those of the individual PHIC samples. For the binary mixtures of PHIC with the highest mass and PVAc, the grain in the AFM image of the PHIC lost its shape after the addition of PVAc and it changed shape from a connected partial lost coil to an extended bundle rod with an increase in the PVAc component.